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Abstract A statistical study was conducted of Earth's radiation belt electron response to geomagnetic
storms using NASA's Van Allen Probes mission. Data for electrons with energies ranging from 30 keV to
6.3 MeV were included and examined as a function of L‐shell, energy, and epoch time during 110 storms
with SYM‐H ≤−50 nT during September 2012 to September 2017 (inclusive). The radiation belt response
revealed clear energy and L‐shell dependencies, with tens of keV electrons enhanced at all L‐shells
(2.5 ≤ L ≤ 6) in all storms during the storm commencement and main phase and then quickly decaying
away during the early recovery phase, low hundreds of keV electrons enhanced at lower L‐shells
(~3 ≤ L ≤ ~4) in upward of 90% of all storms and then decaying gradually during the recovery phase, and
relativistic electrons throughout the outer belt showing main phase dropouts with subsequent and
generally unpredictable levels of replenishment during the recovery phase. Compared to prestorm levels,
electrons with energies >1 MeV also revealed a marked increase in likelihood of a depletion at all L‐shells
through the outer belt (3.5 ≤ L ≤ 6). Additional statistics were compiled revealing the storm time
morphology of the radiation belts, confirming the aforementioned qualitative behavior. Considering storm
drivers in the solar wind: storms driven by coronal mass ejection (CME) shocks/sheaths and CME ejecta
only are most likely to result in a depletion of >1‐MeV electrons throughout the outer belt, while storms
driven by full CMEs and stream interaction regions are most likely to produce an enhancement of MeV
electrons at lower (L < ~5) and higher (L > ~4.5) L‐shells, respectively. CME sheaths intriguingly result in a
distinct enhancement of ~1‐MeV electrons around L~5.5, and on average, CME sheaths and stream
interaction regions result in double outer belt structures.
1. Introduction
Earth's magnetosphere operates as a highly efficient particle accelerator that is responsible for producing the
very high intensities of relativistic electrons that constitute the Van Allen radiation belts in near‐Earth space.
It has long been known (e.g., Dessler & Karplus, 1961) that the electron radiation belts are a highly dynamic
region, with intensities of relativistic electrons in the outer belt and slot region often fluctuating by multiple
orders of magnitude over time scales as short as a few hours (e.g., Friedel et al., 2002; Li et al., 1999; Millan &
Thorne, 2007; Reeves et al., 1998; Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne, Li, Ni, Ma, Bortnik, Baker, et al., 2013; Thorne,
Li, Ni, Ma, Bortnik, Chen, et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2012). In addition to being of scientific interest, it is also
of practical importance to understand radiation belt variability and its underlying drivers, since outer radia-
tion belt electrons pose a threat to both crewed and uncrewed space missions.
Electron radiation belt variability is particularly evident during geomagnetic storms (e.g., Baker, Jaynes,
Turner, et al., 2016; Baker, Jaynes, Kanekal, et al., 2016), which is the focus of this statistical study.
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Geomagnetic storms are several day periods of intensifiedmagnetospheric activity distinguished particularly
by the perturbations to ground‐based measurements of Earth's intrinsic magnetic field associated with an
enhanced ring current in near‐Earth space (e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1994). Storm activity is broken into different
phases based on the Dst or SYM‐H geomagnetic indices that are determined from low‐ to middle‐latitude
magnetometer stations, thus reflecting changes in the ring current intensity. Storm sudden commencement
is defined as a positive perturbation of SYM‐H or Dst associated with a compression of the magnetosphere
from some enhancement in the solar wind pressure that is then followed by a geomagnetic storm. The main
phase of the storm is characterized by ring current intensification resulting in a strong negative perturbation
to SYM‐H or Dst, with the peak of the main phase being the point of Dst or SYM‐Hminimum. Storm inten-
sities range from SYM‐H minima ≤−30 nT to minima <−300 nT, with there being no lower limit on the
intensity (the more negative the SYM‐H, or Dst, the stronger the geomagnetic disturbance). For most storms,
the sudden commencement and main phase last approximately one day or less. After the peak of the main
phase, the ring current returns to its typical state andDst and SYM‐H return to average, nonstorm levels dur-
ing a period known as the recovery phase of the storm, which usually lasts several days. Some references for
more details on geomagnetic storms include Kamide et al. (1998), Gonzalez et al. (1999), Hutchinson et al.
(2011), and Katus et al. (2011).
Many previous studies have also been devoted to understanding the outer electron radiation belt's response
to geomagnetic storms. O'Brien et al. (2001) conducted a statistical study of the outer belt storm response
using 0.3‐ to >2‐MeV electron data fromNOAA's GOES and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) space-
craft at geosynchronous orbit (GEO). They conducted cross‐correlation analysis of solar wind and geomag-
netic activity data for 33 storms that caused an enhancement of electrons at GEO and 29 storms that did not.
They found that main phase intensity, as defined by geomagnetic indices, is not a good indicator of the elec-
tron response at GEO but also that storm duration, sustained and above‐average solar wind speed, elevated
Pc5 ultralow‐frequency (ULF) wave power in the magnetosphere, and sustained, enhanced substorm activ-
ity indicated by the auroral electrojet (AE) index during the recovery phase were the best indicators of those
storms that result in an enhancement of electrons at GEO. Reeves et al. (2003) conducted a study of 276mod-
erate to intense storms (Dst < −50 nT) and the outer belt response using 1.8–3.5‐MeV electrons observed by
the LANL‐GEO spacecraft. They found that 53% of storms caused an enhancement of relativistic electrons at
GEO, 19% caused a depletion at GEO, and 28% caused no significant change (within a factor of 2). They con-
cluded that the somewhat unpredictable nature of the outer belt response to storms was the results of a “deli-
cate and complicated balance between the effects of particle acceleration and loss” (Reeves et al., 2003, pp.
36–1). Anderson et al. (2015) conducted a similar study, but instead examined small storms with
Dst > −50 nT. They collected data from 342 small storms from 1989 to 2000, and found that small storms
are 10% less (more) likely to result in a flux enhancement (depletion) at GEO compared to large storms.
Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015) and Moya et al. (2017) closely followed the Reeves et al. (2003) study but used
tens of keV to multi‐MeV electron observations from throughout the outer belt observed by NASA's Van
Allen Probes mission. Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015) found that several hundreds of keV electrons were
enhanced at L‐shells of 3 to 4 in upward of 90% of storms, while both Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015) and
Moya et al. (2017) found that the results for MeV electrons were more unpredictable, essentially generalizing
the Reeves et al. (2003) results to the rest of the outer belt.
Using data from NOAA's POES spacecraft in highly inclined low‐Earth orbit (LEO), Horne et al. (2009)
assembled statistics from 69 geomagnetic storms with Dst ≤ −70 nT during 1998 to 2007. They found that
the atmospheric precipitation of >300‐keV electrons peaks during the main phase of storms, while that of
>1‐Mev electrons peaks in the recovery phase, and that wave‐particle interactions are evidently sufficient
to scatter >300‐keV electrons directly into the bounce loss cone but only capable of scattering >1‐MeV elec-
trons into the drift loss cone. Zhao and Li (2013) also studied the statistical response of the radiation belt elec-
trons during storms at LEO using SAMPEX observations; from 119 storms, they found that 2–6‐MeV
electrons penetration depth in L‐shell, maximum flux level, and maximum flux variation all had strong cor-
relation with minimum Dst. They also recorded 23 cases with injections of 2–6‐MeV electrons into L = 2.5.
Murphy et al. (2018) conducted a statistical study using total radiation belt content derived from Van Allen
Probes data. They described two phases: one during the main phase dominated by loss followed by another
during the recovery phase dominated by acceleration. Since the study used phase space density for constant
values of electron first adiabatic invariants, the analysis effectively removed any adiabatic variations that
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might obfuscate results compiled using flux as a function of energy. Thus, the phases of loss and
acceleration/source clearly distinguished two distinct periods of outer radiation belt behavior during geo-
magnetic storms. Concerning acceleration and active sources of relativistic electrons, Kim et al. (2015) exam-
ined 65 geomagnetic storms and 17 nonstorm relativistic electron enhancement events at GEO and found
that enhancement events can occur independently of storm activity. Similarly, Li et al. (2015), Zhao et al.
(2017), and Pinto et al. (2018) all conducted statistical studies of enhancement events regardless of storm
activity. All of these studies (plus many others) agree that conditions such as solar wind velocity enhance-
ments, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), southward (i.e., negative) Bz, sustained substorm activity, and
enhanced ULF and VLF wave power are all correlated with enhancements of relativistic electrons in the
outer radiation belt.
Several statistical studies have also investigated the roles of different storm drivers in the solar wind (e.g.,
Kilpua et al., 2017), that is, the distinguishable solar wind characteristics that result in a geomagnetic storm.
These studies all found that distinguishing by different solar wind storm drivers helps when determining the
effect a particular storm will have on radiation belt electrons. Hudson et al. (2008) present a review on the
relationship between radiation belt electrons and different solar wind drivers. Borovsky and Denton
(2006) compared and contrasted the differences between storms driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
versus those driven by corotating interaction regions (CIRs; a.k.a., stream interaction regions, SIRs, where
high‐speed streams, HSS, overtake the slower solar wind ahead of them forming a compression region where
the slow and fast streams are separated by a stream interface); for radiation belt responses, quantified using
data from GEO, they found that CIR‐driven storms result in more severe enhancements of outer belt elec-
trons at GEO compared to CME‐driven storms. Kataoka andMiyoshi (2006) conducted a similar study using
>2‐MeV electron data from GEO and found that the response to CME‐driven storms was mixed while the
majority of CIR‐driven storms resulted in enhancements of >2‐MeV electrons at GEO during the first several
days of the storm recovery phase. Morley et al. (2010) studied the dropout response of relativistic electrons to
SIR events observed over a range of L‐shells in the outer belt by the Global Positioning System satellites, and
found that the dropout and subsequent redevelopment of the outer belt electrons was strongly dependent on
L‐shell. Yuan and Zong (2012) examined data from 54 CME‐driven storms and 26 CIR‐driven storms with
relativistic electron data from SAMPEX at LEO. They found that for electrons summed over all L‐shells in
the outer belt (at LEO), CME storms resulted in larger enhancements of outer belt electrons compared to
CIR storms, but CIR storms produced larger enhancements at L‐shells corresponding to GEO. Shen et al.
(2017) also compared and contrasted 28 CME‐driven versus 31 CIR‐driven storms using Van Allen Probes
data at three L‐shell ranges in the outer belt; they found notable differences, including that CMEs drive
enhancements of electrons that aremost intense at lower L‐shells compared to enhancements in CIR storms.
Yuan and Zong (2013) studied the outer belt response to over 300 CME‐ and CIR‐driven storms using
SAMPEX data, found that eight of the events resulted in clear double‐outer‐belt structures (i.e., two peaks
in the radial profiles of relativistic electrons), and concluded that the plasmapause plays an important role
in the development and evolution of double outer belt structures. Most recently, Benacquista et al. (2018)
examined the statistical response of electrons over four energy ranges (>30, >100, >300 keV, and
>1 MeV) from NOAA‐POES satellites in LEO during storms driven by CMEs and CIRs; they too found that
the effect of storms on the outer belt electrons were both L‐shell and driver dependent.
Meredith et al. (2011) looked at electron precipitation from the outer radiation belt in response to HSS‐
driven storms using NOAA POES data at LEO. They found that the precipitation of MeV electrons actually
decreased during the storm sudden commencement and main phase and then subsequently increased dur-
ing the recovery phase to levels that exceeded the prestorm average. Miyoshi et al. (2013) separated 216 HSS
events between those with predominantly northward versus southward IMF, and they found that southward
IMF was also a necessary condition for radiation belt enhancements at GEO. Borovsky et al. (2016) studied
two solar cycles worth of HSS‐driven storms using LANL‐GEO data from 1976 to 1995. They found that the
electron radiation belts can be enhanced in such storms directly by a single substorm that occurs during the
prolonged recovery phase associated with HSS‐driven (a.k.a., CIR‐driven) storms; they also reported injec-
tions of protons and electrons up to 1 MeV during such substorms.
Hietala et al. (2014) delved further into the outer electron radiation belt's response to CME‐driven storms,
examining the response of the outer belt electrons to CME sheaths (see also Kilpua et al., 2017). From a sta-
tistical study of GOES >2‐MeV electron data from 31 storms driven by CME sheaths, they found that such
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events tend to result in strong depletions of the radiation belt electrons at GEO. They concluded that CME
sheaths have ideal conditions for driving strong losses of electrons to the magnetopause via magnetopause
incursions and theDst effect (i.e., collectively known as “magnetopause shadowing”) and enhanced outward
radial transport driven by ULF waves. Kilpua et al. (2015) followed this study by examining statistics from
193 isolated geomagnetic storms, again using >2‐MeV electrons from GOES at GEO. They divided the
storms into four subsets, events driven by (1) CME‐shock/sheath only, (2) CME‐ejecta only, (3) full CMEs
(shock/sheath + ejecta), and (4) SIRs. In addition to confirming the results from Hietala et al. (2014) for
CME‐shock/sheath events, they also found that storms driven by CIRs, full CMEs, and CME ejecta with fast
solar wind (>500 km/s for a prolonged period of the recovery phase) during the recovery phases typically
resulted in enhancements of relativistic electrons at GEO compared to prestorm levels. CME ejecta and full
CMEs with slow solar wind during the recovery phases typically resulted in depletions compared to
prestorm levels.
In this study we continue to develop the picture of how Earth's radiation belt electrons respond to geomag-
netic storms. This study is intended to expand the statistics of storm time responses of radiation belt electrons
throughout the slot and outer radiation belt using the excellent energy and temporal resolution afforded by
NASA's Van Allen Probes. In particular, we expand upon previous studies by investigating the energy‐ and
L‐shell‐dependent structure of the radiation belt electrons and how those structures evolve during geomag-
netic storms that are driven by different types of solar wind events. This paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the data andmethods used for this study. Section 3 details the results, while section 4 pro-
vides a discussion of their relevance and context considering previous work. Suggestions for future studies
are also offered in section 4. Section 5 delivers a summary and the conclusions derived from this study.
2. Data and Methods
This paper follows closely after themethodology described in Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015). The primary data
sets employed for this study are from NASA's Van Allen Probes mission (Mauk et al., 2013) and the OMNI
data set of solar wind quantities propagated to Earth's location plus geomagnetic indices. To identify geo-
magnetic storms, we used the SYM‐H index and searched for storm main phases characterized by localized
minima satisfying SYM‐H ≤ −50 nT. For each storm, epoch time zero is set to the universal time at SYM‐H
minimum. To avoid muddling results by combining storms, any events with two such minima within two
days of each other were further scrutinized: for so‐called “double‐dip” storms, with two distinct minima dur-
ing the storm main phase (e.g., 08–09 October 2012), these storms are included with the epoch time selected
as the time of the stronger SYM‐H minima. However, two distinct storms, where the second event clearly
occurs during the recovery phase of the first event (e.g., on 07–11 November 2013), were excluded from this
study. These selection criteria resulted in 110 geomagnetic storms identified between September 2012 and
September 2017; the epoch times and corresponding SYM‐H minima for those events are listed in
Appendix A. Additional solar wind and geomagnetic index data from the OMNI data set used for this study
included solar wind velocity (i.e., the components and magnitude); dynamic pressure, density, temperature,
plasma beta, and Mach number; the IMF vector and strength; solar wind VxBz‐south (X component of the
velocity vector multiplied by the southward Bz component of the IMF, a proxy for enhanced magnetospheric
reconnection and convection); and the SYM‐H, PCN, AL, AU, AE, AL*, and AE* indices (at any time, AL*
and AE* are the minimum and maximum of the AL and AE indices, respectively, over the previous 3 hr).
Van Allen Probes data from the RBSP‐ECT instrument suite (Spence et al., 2013) were used to characterize
the storm time response of electrons in the radiation belts. More specifically, omnidirectional‐averaged elec-
tron data from the Magnetic Electron and Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS; Blake et al., 2013) and the Relativistic
Electron and Proton Telescope (REPT; Baker, Kanekal, Hoxie, Batiste, et al., 2013; Baker, Kanekal, Hoxie,
Henderson, et al., 2013) instruments on both spacecraft were employed. For this study, we used
background‐corrected MagEIS data (Claudepierre et al., 2015; Claudepierre et al., 2017). Both MagEIS and
REPT data are available at 11‐s temporal resolution and were binned for this study in epoch time
(Δt = 6 hr) and L‐shell (ΔL = 0.1) during each of the 110 storms identified. Here we limit our study to
2.5 ≤ L ≤ 6.0 to account for REPT contamination in the inner radiation belt and the apogees of the Van
Allen Probes' orbits. The Van Allen Probes take ~4.5 hr to cross from perigee to apogee and across all of
the L‐shells used here, ensuring dozens of data points in each storm's time‐L bins at L = 2.5 and up to
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thousands at L = 6.0. For this study, we used MagEIS data covering electron energies from 32 keV up to
1.5 MeV and REPT data covering energies from 1.8 to 6.3 MeV. Following Reeves et al. (2003) and
Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015), we excluded ±12‐hr epoch time and used a factor of 2x change for the prestorm
and poststorm characterization of enhancement, depletion, or no change. To qualify as an enhancement
(depletion), the poststorm maximum flux from 12‐ to 84‐hr epoch time at a particular energy and L‐shell
must increase (decrease) by a factor of 2x above (below) the prestorm maximum flux from −84‐ to −12‐hr
epoch time. Again, please refer to Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015) for additional details on the data handling,
as we have followed that methodology. We also recalculated the results using a factor of 5x instead, which
resulted in more “no change” events but overall did not affect the key features of the distributions that we
focus on here. Expanding upon the Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015) study here, we included more storms
and REPT data and performed a much more comprehensive statistical analysis with the results.
With data from 24 energy channels spanning 30 keV to 6.3 MeV binned in L‐shell and epoch time, the sta-
tistical response of electrons throughout the radiation belts was compiled for the full set and different subsets
of the 110 storms (e.g., Moya et al., 2017; Turner, O'Brien, et al., 2015). In the next section, we discuss the
results from all 110 storms plus subsets of storms distinguished by the storm‐driver in the solar wind.
3. Results
3.1. Solar Wind and Geomagnetic Indices
Solar wind and geomagnetic index data from all 110 storms plus statistical quantities are shown in Figure 1,
which shows data from all storms with the charcoal gray lines plus means, medians, quartiles, and 5 and 95%
confidence intervals in red, blue, turquoise, and green, respectively. Such statistics have been presented for
storms before (O'Brien et al., 2001), and the results in Figure 1 are generally consistent. Data are plotted ver-
sus epoch time, and by definition of the event selection criteria, all of the storms had SYM‐H≤−50 nT at 0‐hr
epoch time. The AE index, an indicator of substorm activity, peaks just before 0‐hr epoch time, during the
main phase of the storms, and the distribution of AE indices is essentially lognormal (i.e., the spread in
the distribution indicated by the separation between the median and the 5 and 95% confidence intervals is
approximately a constant multiplicative factor). In some storms, AE stays elevated throughout most of the
recovery phase, while in others it is only really elevated during the main phase, which might play a key role
in whether or not the storm is effective at enhancing the outer radiation belt (e.g., Meredith et al., 2002). IMF
Bz is southward (i.e., negative) in ~95% of storm main phases, when energy transfer from the solar wind to
the magnetosphere (indicated with VxBzs) is also strongest. Solar wind dynamic pressure is enhanced in the
day and a half leading up to SYM‐Hminima, while solar wind speed is enhanced on average during the main
and recovery phases of storms. These are important points to raise concerning the effects on Earth's radiation
belt electrons.
3.2. Storm Time Morphology of Radiation Belt Electrons: All Events
Following Reeves et al. (2003), Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015), and Moya et al. (2017), Figure 2 shows the per-
centage of electron radiation belt enhancement events, depletion events, and no‐change events as a function
of L‐shell and energy from these 110 storms. Consistent with Reeves et al. (2003) results at GEO, approxi-
mately half (47%) of the events show an enhancement of 1.8‐MeV electrons at L = 6, while the other half
show either a depletion (31%) or no change (22%) from prestorm levels. Consistent with the results of
Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015), geomagnetic storms tend to result in an enhancement of hundreds of keV elec-
trons at 3 ≤ L ≤ 4.5 in the majority (>75%) of storms. Consistent with the results of Moya et al. (2017), MeV
electrons have an ~30 to 50% likelihood to be enhanced at L‐shells >4, yet depletions are also likely (~30 to
45%) to occur for MeV electrons over a broad range of L > ~3.5. At L‐shells throughout the outer radiation
belt, there is a distinct jump in likelihood of depletions for electrons with energies >~1.5 MeV. No‐change
events are most common for tens to hundreds of keV electrons at L ≤ 3.5 because of the stability of the inner
radiation belt, while at higher L‐shells (L > ~5), substorm injections replenish those electrons during the
main and recovery phases, resulting in no change or enhancements being common there. For relativistic
electrons, >500 keV, no‐change events are most common at 2.5 ≤ L < 3.5 because of the slot region; essen-
tially, the population there remains nonexistent from prestorm to poststorm in the majority of events. The
same is true for the prevalence of no‐change events for ≥5‐MeV electrons at higher L‐shells.
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Another way to examine the distribution of responses of Earth's radiation belt electrons to geomagnetic
storms is to examine statistical quantities of electron flux as a function of epoch time, L‐shell, and energy.
Figure 3 shows such results for four different energies: 55, 237, 897, and 3,400 keV, which are representative
of four distinct populations. This figure reveals distinct energy dependencies of the response of electrons to
geomagnetic storms. Below ~100 keV, electrons are enhanced very rapidly at all L‐shells (2.5 to 6) during the
main phase of storms and then decay quickly during the recovery phase. Electrons with energy in the 100 to
a few hundred keV range exhibit behavior like the 237‐keV statistics shown in Figure 3. Electrons at a few
Figure 1. Superposed epoch analysis results of OMNI solar wind and geomagnetic index data. For all panels, data from all
storms are shown plotted versus epoch hour in charcoal gray. Statistics from these data are shown as follows: means in
red, medians in blue, upper and lower quartiles in turquoise, and 5% and 95% confidence intervals in green. Panels
from top to bottom show SYM‐H index, AE index, solar wind speed (Vsw), IMF Bz, solar wind Vx multiplied by the
southward component of IMF Bz (i.e., this quantity is zero when Bz ≥ 0 nT), and solar wind dynamic pressure (Psw).
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hundred keV are also enhanced in the majority of storms. During the
main phase these electrons tend to flood the slot region in the majority
of events (e.g., Turner et al., 2016), but any prolonged enhancement is
more localized in L‐shell as the slot region reforms at L < ~4 during the
recovery phase. Relativistic electrons, with energy >~500 keV, are exem-
plified in the plots for 897 keV and 3.4 MeV in Figure 3. During the main
phase of storms, these electrons always experience flux depletions, or
“dropouts,” throughout the prestorm outer belt. The dropout signatures
during the main phase are strongest at higher L‐shells, consistent with
the storm time dropout described by Turner et al. (2014) and the dropouts
during SIR‐driven events described in Morley et al. (2010). Depletion
events from Figure 2 tend to be those in which the annihilative effect of
this main phase dropout at any particular L‐shell and energy is never over-
come by subsequent flux enhancements. Enhancements occur during the
recovery phase of the storms and become less likely for higher‐energy
electrons. The slot region remains largely devoid of these electrons in
the vast majority of events. Any enhancements that do occur for these
electrons, as well as recovery to prestorm intensity levels, occur longer
into the recovery phase for higher‐energy electrons. Interestingly, the
peak in poststorm intensity moves to lower L‐shells for <1‐MeV electrons
but to higher L‐shells for >1‐MeV electrons.
Figure 4 shows yet another way to examine the response of the radia-
tion belt electrons to storms. The background color plots show the
mean, median, and upper and lower quartiles of log10(flux) as a func-
tion of L‐shell and energy at +12‐hr epoch time; the gray contour lines
correspond to the color plots. The white, dashed contour lines show
the prestorm distribution from −48‐hr epoch time. These plots show
how the outer belt population is enhanced and the slot region is filled
during the main phase of storms for tens to hundreds of keV electrons.
The relativistic electron outer belt is also enhanced at higher L‐shells
for most storms but these electrons do not fill the slot region during
storm main phase. The effects of flux dropouts throughout the outer
belt are also evident for >~1‐MeV electrons at +12‐hr epoch time
(i.e., the gray contours are below the equivalent white contours at
these energies), particularly in the mean and lower quartile plots. Comparing and contrasting the quar-
tiles with the mean and median results, it is clear that in the upper quartile, enhancements of electrons
at higher energies occur deeper into the slot region (lower L‐shells), while the opposite is true for the
lower quartile.
The storm time morphology of the electron radiation belts is further detailed in Figure 5. Here mean (log10(-
flux)) is shown at−48‐hr epoch time, corresponding to the brown contour lines, and different color contours
correspond to the state of the belts at different epoch times as labeled in the legend. Figure 5 reveals four key
features of the storm time morphology of radiation belt electrons. First, tens to hundreds of keV electrons
flood the outer belt and slot region during the main phase (approximately −12 hr < epoch time < +12hr)
of most storms and the slot reforms over several days as those electrons decay away again during the recov-
ery phase (approximately epoch time > +12 hr). The slot reformation is dependent on L‐shell and energy: at
lower energies, the slot is wider and extends to higher L‐shells (e.g., L > 4 for 237‐keV electrons) and decay
times are faster; at higher energies, the slot is narrower and confined to lower L‐shells (e.g., L < 3 for 3.4‐MeV
electrons) and decay times are shorter. Second, <200‐keV electrons experience enhancements during the
main phase of storms, between −12‐ and +6‐hr epoch time. Third, hundreds of keV electrons experience
continued enhancements during the main phase of storms at L > ~4 while they are decaying and the slot
reforms at L < 4. Finally, MeV electrons first experience a dropout over the full outer belt during the main
phase (−12‐ to 0‐hr epoch time); this dropout is strongest at higher L‐shells. MeV electrons recover to higher
than prestorm levels (on average) during the recovery phase at all L‐shells >~3.5.
Figure 2. Statistical results of enhancement, depletion, and no‐change
occurrences. Each panel shows the percentage of all events in color that
result in an (top) enhancement, (middle) depletion, or (bottom) no change
of radiation belt electrons as a function of L‐shell and electron energy. The
total of percentages from the three plots for any L‐shell and energy bin will
yield 100%.
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3.3. Storm Time Morphology of Radiation Belt Electrons: Events by Storm‐Driver
To investigate how storms driven by different solar wind conditions affect the radiation belts differently, we
organized the set of 110 storms by storm‐driver in the solar wind. Five driver categories were used: (i) CME
sheath only, (ii) CME ejecta only, (iii) full CMEs consisting of both sheath and ejecta, (iv) SIRs, and (v)
unclear and complex events including those with multiple driver events in the solar wind. These storm‐
drivers were identified following the criteria and method described in Kilpua et al. (2015). This categoriza-
tion resulted in subdivision of the 110 storms as follows: CME sheaths: 11 storms, CME ejecta: 14 storms,
full CMEs: 23 storms, SIRs: 47 storms, and unclear/complex: 15 storms. For OMNI data statistics from each
type of driver, like that shown in Figure 1, please see plots in the supporting information. Figure 6 shows the
statistical response of radiation belt electrons for each of the five storm‐driver categories in the same format
as Figure 2. These results reveal some interesting similarities and differences.
Comparing Figure 6 to the results highlighted in Figure 2, storms driven by all of these different solar wind
structures tend to result in enhancements of hundreds of keV electrons at 3 ≤ L ≤ 5, and there is a distinct
jump in likelihood of depletions for electrons with energy >~1.5 MeV throughout the outer radiation belt.
Figure 3. Statistical results of electron fluxes as a function of storm epoch time, L‐shell, and energy. Each plot shows sta-
tistical quantities of electron fluxes (log10 of flux in color) binned by epoch time and L‐shell. Four plots are shown for four
different electron energies: 55, 237, 897 keV, and 3.4 MeV, as labeled in the top left of each plot. For each energy, the
four plots show from top to bottom the upper quartiles, means, medians, and lower quartiles of fluxes in each epoch time
and L‐shell bin from all storms. Constant contours of the color scale are superposed in gray for ease in reading.
Dashed black lines mark epoch times of −12, 0, and +12 hr, the period during which fluxes were excluded from the
enhancement/depletion/no‐change analysis. For results shown in this same format for different electron energies, please
see the supporting information.
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For the same reasons described above, no‐change events are most likely for MeV electrons at L < ~3.5, ≥5‐
MeV electrons at L > ~5, tens to a few hundred keV electrons at L < ~3.5, and hundreds of keV electrons
at L > ~5.
There are also somemarked differences in the statistical response of the radiation belt electrons when storms
are subdivided by storm‐driver, as detailed in Figure 6. Full CMEs (sheath + ejecta) are more efficient than
other drivers at enhancing MeV electrons at low L‐shells (L < ~5), while SIRs are relatively more efficient at
enhancing MeV electrons at higher L‐shells (L > ~4.5). CME ejecta are particularly efficient for enhance-
ments of <200‐keV electrons at L > ~5.5 compared to other drivers. Using approximately 50% as a distin-
guishing level, storms driven by only CME sheaths or ejecta are most efficient for MeV electron
depletions throughout the full range of the outer radiation belt. CME ejecta and SIR‐driven events are likely
to result in MeV electron losses at L < ~5, while CME sheaths tend to result in losses of MeV electrons
throughout the outer belt. Unclear/complex events are particularly effective for depletions of MeV electrons
at L > ~4.5. Intriguingly, CME sheath‐driven events are especially effective for enhancements of ~500‐keV to
~1.5‐MeV electrons at L > 5, which we have confirmed is true for many of the events in this category and is
not just an anomalous feature from one or two outliers.
Figures 7–9 show the average response to storms driven by different solar wind drivers in the same format as
Figure 3. These plots reiterate the points made comparing and contrasting the results from all events
(Figure 3) to those categorized by storm‐driver. As already shown for Figure 6, storms driven by CME
sheaths (Figure 7a) and CME ejecta (Figure 7b) typically result in depletions of ~MeV electrons
Figure 4. Statistical results of morphology of the electron radiation belts as a function of L‐shell, energy, and storm epoch
time. Each plot shows statistical quantities of electron fluxes (log10 of flux in color) binned by L‐shell and energy. The
background color plot shows the results at −48‐hr epoch time, with the dashed white contour lines corresponding to
that. The solid gray contours show the structure of the belt at +12‐hr epoch time. The four plots show (top left) upper
quartiles, (top right) means, (bottom left) median, and (bottom right) lower quartiles, as labeled, in each L‐shell and
energy bin from all storms.
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throughout the outer belt. Losses of MeV electrons in these types of storms
begin during the main phase of the storm and are strongest at higher L‐
shells. Tens to hundreds of keV electrons are typically enhanced by at
least an order of magnitude during the main (tens to ~200 keV) and early
recovery phases (several hundreds of keV) of these types of storms. By
~36 hr into the recovery phase, CME sheath events are effective at forming
(on average) two peaks in intensity of multi‐MeV electrons, although the
overall intensity of those peaks are still reduced compared to the prestorm
population. The innermost of the two belts, around L~3.5, is apparently a
remnant leftover from the dropout during the main phase, while the sec-
ond, outer peak in intensity around L~5 forms one to two days after the
start of the early recovery phase.
Figures 8a and 8b show the results for full CME‐ and SIR‐driven storms,
respectively. From these plots, it is clear that storms driven by both of
these types of solar wind structures result in peak flux enhancements of
the radiation belt electrons across the full range of energies, on average.
However, there are some notable differences. In both types of storm, the
location of the flux peak of several MeV electrons moves to higher L‐shells
during the recovery phase when compared to before the storms. For SIR‐
driven storms for 5.2‐MeV electrons, like CME sheath‐driven events, there
is evidence of a remnant belt after the main phase dropout and the forma-
tion of a new and distinctly different outer belt (i.e., there are two peaks in
the radial distribution of flux), during the early recovery phase. Unlike
MeV electrons, relativistic electrons with energy <1 MeV tend to form a
new peak location at lower L‐shells during the early recovery phase com-
pared to the prestorm distributions.
Results for unclear/complex events are shown in Figure 9. On average, these tend to result in little change to
the multi‐MeV electron intensities, although their peak flux locations move to lower L‐shells. As was also
typical of the other four types of drivers, <1‐MeV electrons are enhanced on average during the main and
early recovery phase of the unclear/complex driver events. Two distinct features are common to all five types
of driver event: dropouts of relativistic (>~500 keV) electrons occur throughout the outer belt during the
main phase of storms in all five driver categories; enhancements of tens to ~200‐keV electrons occur and
extend into the inner radiation belt during the main phase of storms driven by all types of solar wind drivers.
Themorphology of the electron radiation belts during geomagnetic storms driven by different solar wind dri-
vers can be further examined with Figure 10. Like that shown for all storms in Figure 5, the plots in Figure 10
show the mean prestorm state of the electron radiation belts versus L‐shell and energy plus the time history
(in colored contours) of how the belts evolve through the different sets of storms. Some key features of these
results include that in the average prestorm period, the inner radiation belt extends to higher L‐shells for
lower energy electrons while the slot region is broader and extends to higher L‐shells for lower energy elec-
trons. In storms driven by all five categories of event, tens to hundreds of keV, though notably not ≥1 MeV,
electrons flood the slot region during the main and early recovery phases of the storms. The slot subse-
quently reforms for these electrons during the remainder of the recovery phase, resulting in a poststorm
structure that is morphologically very similar to the prestorm structure albeit at significantly enhanced
levels. Provided quiet conditions over more time after the storms (not shown), the structure of the electron
radiation belts returns to the average prestorm state. Also in all five categories, MeV electrons throughout
the outer belt dropout during the main phase of the storms.
Differences from each type of driver include that CME sheath and ejecta only events result in poststorm
depletions of MeV electrons near the peak intensity locations at L < 5, on average, but for CME sheath
and CME ejecta events, multi‐MeV electrons end up slightly enhanced and returning to prestorm average
levels, respectively, at higher L‐shells (L > ~4.5) by the end of the storms (e.g., 84‐hr epoch time shown with
the white contours). As previously described, full CME events typically result in an enhancement of elec-
trons at all energies in the outer belt, with the enhancements for multi‐MeV electrons being most
Figure 5. Statistical time history of the morphology of the electron radiation
belts during geomagnetic storms. Similar to Figure 4, the color plot shows
the mean electron fluxes (log10 of flux in color) from all storms binned by L‐
shell and electron energy at −48‐hr epoch time. The dark brown contour,
labeled −48 in the key, corresponds to the color plot. The structure of the
belts versus L‐shell and energy in this same format are shown at different
epoch times with the different color contours, with the corresponding epoch
time in hours labeled on the key. This plot effectively shows the average time
history of the morphology of the radiation belt electrons during storms.
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pronounced at lower L‐shells (i.e., L < ~5). SIR‐driven events also typically result in an enhancement of
outer belt electrons, but the enhancements of multi‐MeV electrons are most pronounced at higher L‐
shells, L > ~4.5. SIR‐driven events tend to result in the formation of remnant belts at L < 4 and a second
peak in the intensity of multi‐MeV electrons (>~4 MeV) at L > 4 during the recovery phase (e.g., see
peaks in the −1.5 contours for +24‐, +48‐, and +84‐hr epoch time (yellow and white contours) at L~3.8
and L~4.7 in Figure 10d). CME sheath events also tend to result in remnant belts and two distinct
intensity peaks in the outer belt for multi‐MeV electrons (e.g., see peaks in the −1.5 contours for +48‐ and
+84‐hr epoch time (light yellow and white contours) at L~3.8 and L~4.6 in Figure 10a). Unclear and
complex drivers tend to result in radiation belt morphology similar to that for full CMEs.
4. Discussion
This study represents a progression from the work of O'Brien et al. (2003), Reeves et al. (2003), Kilpua et al.
(2015), Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015), Moya et al. (2017), Murphy et al. (2018), and several others. Unlike
those studies, this study combines results from both the Van Allen Probes' MagEIS and REPT instruments,
includes a larger number of events, and examines statistics of the morphology of radiation belt electrons dur-
ing storms. By examining the full statistical ranges (e.g., means, medians, quartiles) of electron intensity
throughout the belt as a function of energy, L‐shell, and storm epoch time, these results offer a model for
quantifying the range of possible responses of radiation belt electrons to geomagnetic storms.While the com-
plexity of a “delicate and complicated balance” (Reeves et al., 2003, pp. 36–1) of source and loss remains
valid, examining results like this from Van Allen Probes removes much of the mystery of the response of
Figure 6. Statistics of the radiation belt electron response to geomagnetic storms driven by different events in the solar wind. Five versions of the plots from Figure 2
are shown here, one for storms driven by each of the following types of solar wind structure: (a) CME sheaths, (b) CME ejecta, (c) full CMEs (consisting of both
shocks/sheaths and ejecta), (d) SIRs, and (e) unclear or complex events. For these five categories, results are shown in the same format as Figure 2. See corre-
sponding text for additional details.
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Figure 7. Mean response of radiation belt electrons to geomagnetic storms driven by (a) CME sheaths and (b) CME ejecta. Each plot shows the mean of electron
fluxes (log10 of flux in color) from all storms in each driver category as a function of epoch time (x axis), L‐shell (y axis), and energy (column of six plots).
Results for 55‐, 139‐, 346‐, 897‐keV, and 2.1‐ and 5.2‐MeV electrons are shown, as labeled in the top left of each color plot. For results shown in this same format for
different statistical quantities, please see the supporting information.
Figure 8. The same as in Figure 7 but for the subset of storms driven by (a) full CMEs and (b) SIRs. For results shown in this same format for different statistical
quantities, please see the supporting information.
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radiation belt electrons from storm to storm. In particular, while there are many similarities, there are also
some distinctive differences between the electron radiation belts' response during geomagnetic storms
driven by different types of events in the solar wind.
When the 110 storms examined here were organized by five distinct storm‐drivers (CME sheaths only, CME
ejecta only, full CMEs with both sheath and ejecta regions, SIRs, and unclear/complex events), it emerged
that full CMEs are particularly effective at driving enhancements of multi‐MeV electrons at lower L‐shells
(L < ~5), while SIRs are particularly effective at driving enhancements of multi‐MeV electrons at higher
L‐shells (L > ~4.5), which is consistent with recent results from LEO reported in Benacquista et al. (2018).
This result for SIRs is also consistent with results from spacecraft at GEO, showing that SIR‐driven storms
are efficient for enhancements of MeV electrons at GEO (e.g., Borovsky & Denton, 2006; Kilpua et al.,
2015; Miyoshi et al., 2013). SIR‐driven storms have prolonged recovery phases, often with enhanced AE
levels, as the HSS in the solar wind continues to interact with the magnetosphere; thus, activity that is sta-
tistically preferable for radiation belt enhancements tends to be prolonged for SIR events. Full CMEs and
complex‐driver events are more effective at enhancements of electrons within the slot region when com-
pared to SIR events (e.g., Figure 10); this implies that CMEs and complex events are most effective for radia-
tion belt electron source (loss) processes at lower (higher) L‐shells, which is consistent with Shen et al. (2017)
plus the results of Tverskaya et al. (2003) and Zhao and Li (2013) since CMEs typically result in stronger geo-
magnetic storms (quantified by Dst or SYM‐H) than SIR‐driven events. We speculate that this effect may
Figure 9. The same as in Figure 7 but for the subset of storms driven unclear or complex solar wind structures. For results
shown in this same format for different statistical quantities, please see the supporting information.
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result from CMEs more effectively compressing the magnetosphere, often involving shock injections to
lower L‐shells, and more effectively eroding the plasmasphere enabling wave‐particle interactions (e.g.,
with chorus and/or ULF waves) to occur at lower L‐shells. Events driven by CME sheaths or CME ejecta
are particularly effective at causing depletions of ≥1.5‐MeV electrons throughout the outer belt. That
result is consistent with the results of Hietala et al. (2014) and Kilpua et al. (2015); those studies
concluded that loss in such storms possibly results from solar wind conditions characteristic of those
driver events being particularly effective at driving losses of outer belt electrons to the magnetopause and
outward radial transport while simultaneously being ineffective at driving acceleration of outer belt
Figure 10. Statistical time history of the morphology of the electron radiation belts during geomagnetic storms driven by
different solar wind structures. Each of the five plots shows the same as in Figure 5 but for the subset of storms driven by
(a) CME sheaths, (b) CME ejecta, (c) full CMEs, (d) SIRs, and (e) unclear/complex solar wind structures.
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electrons. Intriguingly, storms driven by CME sheaths also result in a distinct likelihood of enhancements of
~1‐MeV electrons at L > 5.
Another distinct difference between radiation belt responses to storms with different solar wind drivers is
that CME sheath and SIR storms preferentially resulted in two distinct peaks of intensity of multi‐MeV elec-
trons in the outer radiation belt. Such structures were reported by Baker, Kanekal, Hoxie, Henderson, et al.
(2013) and Turner et al. (2013). According to Turner, et al. (2013), Shprits et al. (2013), Thorne, Li, Ni, Ma,
Bortnik, Baker, et al. (2013), Thorne, Li, Ni, Ma, Bortnik, Chen, et al. (2013), and Mann et al. (2016), the fol-
lowing scenario has been proposed to explain these double outer belt structures. After outer belt dropout
events during magnetospherically active periods, often a remnant belt is leftover at low L‐shells (L < ~4)
after the loss processes responsible for the dropout subside. During this period of loss activity when the rem-
nant belt is formed, the plasmasphere typically erodes and then refills, with the plasmapause moving to
higher L‐shells than that of the peak in remnant belt intensity. If the solar wind driver of all this activity
is also effective at driving acceleration of outer belt electrons after the dropout, a new outer belt can form
at higher L‐shells than the plasmapause. That new belt forms the outermost peak in intensity while the rem-
nant belt is the innermost intensity peak in these double outer belt structures. Due to the energy‐ and L‐shell‐
dependent role of losses by interaction with hiss waves within the plasmasphere (e.g., Thorne, Li, Ni, Ma,
Bortnik, Baker, et al., 2013; Thorne, Li, Ni, Ma, Bortnik, Chen, et al., 2013; Ripoll et al., 2016; see discussion
below), the remnant belt will quickly erode for hundreds of keV electrons but will persist for days or weeks
for multi‐MeV electrons. The fact that these remnant belts of MeV electrons appear in the statistical results
for SIR‐driven storms is consistent with that scenario due to the typical magnetospheric response to SIRs.
SIR‐driven storms are typically not as strong as their CME counterparts (e.g., Borovsky & Denton, 2006).
From Kilpua et al. (2015), CME ejecta and full CMEs tend to include prolonged periods of southward IMF
Bz, while SIRs and CME sheath events do not. Thus, in SIR‐driven storms, the plasmapausemay not be eroded
to very low L‐shells and subsequent acceleration beyond the plasmapause can occur at higher L‐shells.
There are also multiple responses of radiation belt electrons that are generally common to all storms. MeV
electrons typically display dropouts throughout the outer belt during storm main phase and then a period of
replenishment during the early recovery phase. Whether the source activity responsible for that replenish-
ment is enough to result in an enhancement of MeV electrons at any particular L‐shell varies from storm
to storm but has some dependency on storm‐driver, as described above. This MeV electron response is con-
sistent with the results of Murphy et al. (2018), who found that there was a repeatable sequence of behavior
for outer radiation belt electrons during storms. Recall that Murphy et al. (2018) described two distinct beha-
viors of relativistic outer belt electrons organized by storm phase: predominant loss during stormmain phase
and predominant rapid acceleration during storm recovery phase. Our results are consistent: whether rela-
tivistic electrons in the outer belt are enhanced or not as a result of storm activity depends on the relative
intensity of loss during the main phase and acceleration during the recovery phase.
Another general electron response common to storms is that <600‐keV electrons are enhanced in the inner
part of the outer belt and the slot region (L < 5) in the vast majority (~90%) of geomagnetic storms. This beha-
vior was also reported by Turner, O'Brien, et al. (2015). It is still unknown what drives such rapid enhance-
ments down to such low L‐shells (L < 2.5); they occur too quickly for radial diffusion, cannot simply result
from enhanced global convection since they occur within the plasmasphere (e.g., Turner, Claudepierre,
et al., 2015), and are not observed for protons at the same energy (e.g., Zhao et al., 2016). However, such elec-
tron enhancements are important: Turner et al. (2016) argued that these enhancements may be the domi-
nant source of hundreds of keV electrons in the inner radiation belt. Lejosne et al. (2018) argued that the
electric fields associated with subauroral polarization streamsmay be responsible for such electron enhance-
ments at low L‐shells. Regardless of what drives them, the results presented here reveal that their occurrence
is typical during the main phase of geomagnetic storms.
The results displayed here in Figures 4, 5, and 10 build upon those of Reeves et al. (2016) and Ripoll et al.
(2016, 2017). From a period in March 2013, Reeves et al. (2016) introduced the energy and L‐shell dependen-
cies on the structure of the inner and outer radiation belts and slot region and how this structure of the elec-
tron radiation belts evolved over the course of one storm. This evolution involved the flooding of the slot
region by tens to hundreds of keV electrons, a subsequent enhancement of relativistic electrons in the outer
belt, and then slow, energy‐ and L‐shell‐dependent decay and reformation of the slot for the tens to hundreds
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of keV electrons. The reformation of the slot during that period in March 2013 was shown by Ripoll et al.
(2016, 2017) to be entirely consistent with losses by plasmaspheric hiss waves during the recovery phase
and geomagnetically quiet period after the storm. The statistics from the 110 storms presented here reveal
that global radiation belt morphology described by Reeves et al. (2016) and Ripoll et al. (2016, 2017) is typical
behavior of the electron radiation belts during storm time magnetospheric activity.
Another interesting feature from this statistical analysis is the distinct jump in the likelihood of depletions
throughout the outer belt for E ≥ 1.5‐MeV electrons (see Figures 2 and 6). One mechanism that could pos-
sibly be responsible for this feature is wave‐particle interactions between multi‐MeV electrons and electro-
magnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves. EMIC waves have been identified as an important loss mechanism
for outer radiation belt electrons (e.g., Thorne 2010), but the interaction process is highly dependent on elec-
tron energy and pitch angle plus plasma ion composition. In Earth's inner magnetosphere, only very ener-
getic electrons with energy typically in the MeV range are able to overtake and anomalously resonate
with EMIC waves (e.g., Meredith et al., 2003; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010), but such interactions can cause rapid
pitch angle scattering of electrons into the atmospheric loss cone. Aseev et al. (2017) and Shprits et al. (2017)
both showed evidence in support of this loss mechanism for multi‐MeV electrons. In any particular event,
losses by EMIC waves are likely localized in L‐shell due to the nature of EMIC wave activity and electron
precipitation structures (e.g., Blum et al., 2013; Blum et al., 2017), but statistically over many events the loca-
lized nature should smear out in L‐shell, and we speculate that losses by EMIC waves might result in the
higher likelihood of multi‐MeV electron depletions throughout the outer belt as shown in Figures 2 and 6.
There are several possible improvements that can be made for continuing and future studies like this one.
This study should be repeated after the end of the Van Allen Probes mission to ensure that the statistics
are as comprehensive as possible. Withmore storms, it will be interesting to further subcategorize solar wind
driving conditions based on the polarity and magnitude of IMF Bz and fast versus slow solar wind during the
recovery phase (e.g., Kilpua et al., 2015). The analysis can be further refined by usingmore complicated, mul-
tiple epoch time designations specific to the storm phase (e.g., Katus et al., 2013) and/or the nature of each
type of driver (e.g., Kilpua et al., 2015). Data could also be organized in L‐shell in relation to the location of
the plasmapause, similar to what was done with hiss by Malaspina et al. (2016). To further investigate the
possible role of EMIC waves in driving depletions of multi‐MeV electrons throughout the outer belt, pitch
angle resolved electron data could be employed instead of just the omnidirectional fluxes used here. This
study could be repeated using electron phase space density as a function of the adiabatic invariants instead
of omnidirectional flux as a function of energy and L‐shell. Another interesting modification would involve
comparing the poststorm fluxes (or phase space density) to long‐term averages compiled from nonstorm
conditions. That modification would account for the fact that losses of relativistic electrons during the main
phase of storms effectively “reset” the outer belt, such that the poststorm populations are mostly unrelated to
the prestorm ones (e.g., Turner et al., 2014). With these results and more from future events, a neural net-
work model (e.g., Bortnik et al., 2018) could be developed to predict the storm time response of radiation belt
electrons throughout the radiation belts. Finally, the analysis conducted here (and those suggestions just
listed) can be repeated using Van Allen Probes data for other radiation belt events such as nonstorm
enhancements and depletions and dropouts.
5. Summary and Conclusions
There were 110 isolated geomagnetic storms with SYM‐Hminima <−50 nT during the five‐year period from
Van Allen Probes launch in September 2012 through September 2017. In this study, we examined the statis-
tical response of Earth's radiation belt electrons to those 110 events using Van Allen Probes MagEIS and
REPT data. Unlike the results for MeV electrons at GEO alone, the results organized by energy, L‐shell,
and storm epoch time revealed some qualitatively predictable behavior. In particular, the storm time mor-
phology of the radiation belt electrons described in Reeves et al. (2016) is generally true during most geomag-
netic storms: (i) the prestorm belt exhibits the classic two‐belt structure for tens of keV to ~1‐MeV electrons,
with the outer edge of the inner belt extending to higher L‐shells and the slot region being wider for electrons
at lower energies in that range; (ii) during the main phase of the storm, the slot region is flooded with a new
population of tens to a few hundred keV electrons while many hundreds of keV to several MeV electrons
exhibit a dropout throughout most if not all of the outer radiation belt; and (iii) during the recovery
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phase, energy‐dependent loss removes the tens to hundreds of keV electrons at lower L‐shells, reforming the
slot over a few days, while >1‐MeV electrons become enhanced somewhere within the outer radiation belt in
themajority of events. As described by Lyons and Thorne (1973) and Ripoll et al. (2016, 2017), plasmaspheric
hiss plays a critical role in the reformation of the slot for tens to hundreds of keV electrons as the plasma-
sphere rebuilds after a storm. Multi‐MeV electrons are the least predictable, with nearly equal chance of
being enhanced as depleted or relatively unchanged from prestorm to poststorm levels. Consistent with
the results described by Murphy et al. (2018), however, in the vast majority of storms, multi‐MeV electrons
first exhibit a dropout during themain phase followed by some replenishment due to some source active dur-
ing the recovery phase. There is also a marked increase in the likelihood of depletions for several MeV elec-
trons during storms, which we speculate may be due to the energy‐dependent role of EMIC wave scattering
electrons into Earth's atmospheric loss cones.
The statistical responses become more distinct when the type of solar wind storm driver is considered. Full
CME storms are especially effective at causing enhancements of multi‐MeV electrons at lower L‐shells,
L < ~5, while SIR‐driven storms are especially effective at causing enhancements of multi‐MeV electrons
at higher L‐shells (L > ~4.5). Storms driven by partial CMEs, either CME sheaths or CME ejecta only, are
most likely to drive prolonged depletions of multi‐MeV electrons throughout the outer belt. Interestingly,
however, CME sheaths also result in a higher chance of ~1‐MeV enhancements at L > 5; that result is quite
unexpected and not due to a single outlier event skewing the results. CME sheath and SIR events are also
particularly effective at creating outer belt structures with two distinct peaks in intensity (a remnant belt
at lower L‐shells and a distinct new outer belt at higher L) for multi‐MeV electrons, likely due to the effect
of their distinct solar wind conditions on the creation of the remnant belt and evolution of the plasmasphere.
The results presented here represent a statistical model for Earth's radiation belt electrons' response to geo-
magnetic storms as a function of energy, L‐shell, and storm epoch time organized by the SYM‐H index.
Future work can include repeating the methodology employed for this study with other types of events
(e.g., outer belt enhancements, prolonged periods of substorm activity), further refining the solar wind driver
conditions with a larger set of storms, employingmultiple epoch times and normalized phases between them
(e.g., Katus et al., 2013; Kilpua et al., 2015), and developing a predictive model based on the results. With Van
Allen Probes data, the storm time response of Earth's radiation belt electrons is less mysterious and displays
some statistically significant repeatable features. However, like Reeves et al. (2003) concluded from results at
GEO alone, the response of multi‐MeV electrons does indeed appear to be from some highly sensitive com-
petition between source and loss mechanisms active throughout the outer belt during stormmain and recov-
ery phases. Additional work is required to better determine why exactly sources dominate over losses in
some events while losses dominate over sources in others. To properly address that critical question, it will
require having a constellation of radiation belt monitors in near‐equatorial GEO‐transfer orbits (like Van
Allen Probes, to measure the full trapped population and waves) and at low‐Earth orbit (to measure preci-
pitation losses) simultaneously spread over a range of local times.
Appendix A: List of Storm Events
Table A1
Number SYM‐H Minimum Date Minimum SYM‐H
1. 01/10/2012/03:52 −1.38e + 02
2. 09/10/2012/02:10 −1.16e + 02
3. 13/10/2012/07:59 −1.06e + 02
4. 01/11/2012/20:01 −6.80e + 01
5. 14/11/2012/07:27 −1.18e + 02
6. 17/01/2013/18:19 −5.80e + 01
7. 26/01/2013/22:19 −6.20e + 01
8. 01/03/2013/10:12 −7.60e + 01
9. 17/03/2013/20:28 −1.32e + 02
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Table A1 (continued)
Number SYM‐H Minimum Date Minimum SYM‐H
10. 21/03/2013/03:54 −6.80e + 01
11. 29/03/2013/16:17 −6.40e + 01
12. 24/04/2013/18:11 −5.20e + 01
13. 01/05/2013/19:10 −6.70e + 01
14. 18/05/2013/03:40 −6.70e + 01
15. 25/05/2013/05:46 −6.50e + 01
16. 01/06/2013/07:48 −1.37e + 02
17. 06/06/2013/23:56 −6.30e + 01
18. 29/06/2013/06:36 −1.11e + 02
19. 06/07/2013/08:33 −8.00e + 01
20. 10/07/2013/07:35 −5.70e + 01
21. 14/07/2013/23:25 −7.70e + 01
22. 05/08/2013/02:20 −5.60e + 01
23. 16/08/2013/04:29 −5.40e + 01
24. 27/08/2013/21:43 −6.40e + 01
25. 02/10/2013/06:19 −9.00e + 01
26. 08/10/2013/22:25 −6.10e + 01
27. 15/10/2013/03:18 −5.20e + 01
28. 30/10/2013/23:20 −5.70e + 01
29. 08/12/2013/08:30 −7.20e + 01
30. 19/02/2014/08:23 −1.27e + 02
31. 23/02/2014/22:48 −6.30e + 01
32. 27/02/2014/23:24 −1.01e + 02
33. 12/04/2014/08:32 −9.22e + 01
34. 30/04/2014/09:10 −7.60e + 01
35. 04/05/2014/05:58 −5.80e + 01
36. 08/05/2014/08:50 −6.20e + 01
37. 08/06/2014/06:50 −7.20e + 01
38. 27/08/2014/18:18 −9.00e + 01
39. 12/09/2014/23:03 −9.70e + 01
40. 09/10/2014/06:20 −5.00e + 01
41. 14/10/2014/18:38 −5.20e + 01
42. 20/10/2014/17:10 −5.70e + 01
43. 28/10/2014/01:52 −5.80e + 01
44. 10/11/2014/17:07 −6.30e + 01
45. 16/11/2014/07:24 −5.10e + 01
46. 22/12/2014/05:25 −6.50e + 01
47. 04/01/2015/16:42 −7.90e + 01
48. 07/01/2015/11:00 −1.35e + 02
49. 26/01/2015/10:30 −5.40e + 01
50. 02/02/2015/06:35 −5.20e + 01
51. 17/02/2015/23:55 −7.00e + 01
52. 24/02/2015/03:36 −7.60e + 01
53. 02/03/2015/08:51 −7.00e + 01
54. 17/03/2015/22:47 −2.34e + 02
55. 11/04/2015/09:36 −8.90e + 01
56. 16/04/2015/23:29 −8.80e + 01
57. 13/05/2015/06:59 −9.80e + 01
58. 19/05/2015/02:55 −6.40e + 01
59. 08/06/2015/07:45 −1.05e + 02
60. 23/06/2015/04:24 −2.08e + 02
61. 05/07/2015/04:52 −5.80e + 01
62. 13/07/2015/10:54 −7.10e + 01
63. 23/07/2015/07:28 −8.30e + 01
64. 31/07/2015/02:59 −5.20e + 01
65. 16/08/2015/07:37 −9.40e + 01
66. 23/08/2015/08:34 −6.20e + 01
67. 27/08/2015/20:32 −1.01e + 02
68. 09/09/2015/08:03 −1.13e + 02
69. 20/09/2015/11:05 −8.40e + 01
70. 04/10/2015/07:33 −5.20e + 01
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